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Ozone modulates the immune system so that it functions
as it was designed to function.
Ozone increases oxygen delivery to the tissues and cells.
Ozone kills bacteria and viruses on contact, and it
inhibits the ability of viruses to attach to cells.
Ozone increases cellular energy, making energy
production more efficient and cells function normal.

Ozone treats the cause of your symptoms and repairs all
the vital links of health. At a cellular level ozone clears
hidden infections, corrects metabolism and supports
biological systems to improve health.

WHAT OZONE CAN DO FOR YOU

OZONE BENEFITS

A safe, natural and often permanent treatment for
pain: knees, hips, rotator cuff tears, arthritis, trigger
point pain, back and neck pain

PROLOZONE THERAPY 

Prolozone Therapy   involves injecting an anti-
inflammatory solution with vitamins to nourish the
cells in the damaged area followed by ozone gas
which stimulates repair, strengthens injured tissues
and assists in healing to resolve your pain.

INJECTIONS FOR ACUTE & CHRONIC PAIN

HOW DOES IT HELP?

OZONE THERAPIES
Major Autohemotherapy - removing blood,
adding ozone to it, then returning it to you.
Consider for acute infection, cancer,
autoimmune disease, all chronic diseases
Prolozone Therapy  : for painful areas
Sinus insufflation: for sinus congestion,
pressure, chronic sinusitis 
Ear insufflation: for ear pressure, tinnitus
Topical Ozone – Hyperozonated olive oil for
all skin conditions
Rectal Insufflation - infusing ozone rectally,
absorbed 98% systemically (full body effect)
Limb Bagging - a topical ozone application for
infections, toe fungus, leg wounds

Ozone increases
antioxidant protection and
decreases the level of
oxidation (free radicals) in
your body better then
any other therapy
Ozone is a powerful
mitochondria stimulant.
The fundamental
underlying cause behind
all degenerative disease
from diabetes to heart
disease to cancer is
decreased mitochondrial
energy production
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